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Methodology

Reputation Leaders conducted a 5-minute 

online survey November 2-8 2023 among 

a total of 1,007 American adults 

aged 18 and over. 

The data was weighted to match the 

national demographics of the US by 

gender, age, and region.

The margin of error for the total sample 

of 1,000 is +/- 3.1% at the 95% 

level of confidence.
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US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023

Business’ social responsibility (39%) is a more important ESG factor than 
governance or environmental conduct for US citizens
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Thinking about the way a business or organization conducts itself, please rank the following ESG factors in order of how 
important they are to you as a citizen

45% among Republicans
   25% among Democrats



Treating employees well (36%) is as important as product quality 
(35%) for an organization’s image
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They treat their employees well

They offer high-quality products or services

Their products or services provide great value

Their leaders are ethical and can be trusted to do the right thing

They are customer focused

They have a positive impact on the environment and society

The organization's behavior is consistent with their values

They communicate honestly and frequently enough

They act quickly and responsibly in a crisis

They have a track record of financial success

It's a good investment

They are a premium brand

Which of these, if any, has the most positive impact on the image you have of an organization? Select up to 

three options

Performance PurposePeople Profit

One third of women (33%) 
expect leaders to be ethical 
compared to only a quarter 
of men (24%)

46% in Northeast regions
   30% in West and Mid-West regions

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023



Consumers expect action from organizations in 2024: 43% said “do what you 
promise”, 36% said “look after your people”, 35% said “pay fair taxes”

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023
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What social actions should US organizations be doing more of in 2024?

Acting with integrity (doing what they promise)

Reporting their operations and supply chain more transparently

Making significant steps to lower their emissions or their carbon footprint

Offering continuous learning and development opportunities

Engaging with their local communities

Hiring and promoting for diversity, equity, and inclusion

Giving employees more flexible work options

Innovating in ways that help society and the environment

Paying their fair share of taxes

Improving their employee's well-being and mental health

34% among Democrats
      16% among Republicans

49% among Republicans

      39% among Democrats



18-34s want employee supportAge 55+ want to see ethical behaviour

Generations are thinking differently: Americans under 35 expect organizations to 
support employees while older generations expect organizations to act more ethically
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What social actions should US organizations be doing more of in 2024? 
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Improving their employee's well-

being and mental health

Giving employees more flexible

work options
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Acting with integrity (doing what they
promise)

Paying their fair share of taxes
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US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023



Of our 4 reputation pillars, Performance (67%) and People (63%) 
have the most positive effect on an organization’s image.

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023

54% in under 55s 
40% in over 55s

34% in under 45s; 
18% with over 45s

33% among men, 
18% among women

(NETS) Which of these has the most positive impact on the image you have of an organization?

49%25%

67% 63%
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Using natural resources responsibly (e.g. water, trees)

Increasing the recyclability of their materials

Reducing their plastic use

Increasing the reusability of their materials

Reducing their greenhouse gas emissions

Reducing their fossil fuel use

Diverting their waste from landfills

Being carbon-neutral

Using plant-based materials

No actions to support the environment would encourage me to buy

19% among people under 45
        10% among people aged 45 and older

Below are some actions US manufacturers could take to support environmental sustainability. 
Which, if any, would encourage you to buy products made by a US company?

20% among people under 45
        7% among people aged 45 and older

Responsible use of natural resources and recycling, reducing, and 
reusing materials encourage consumers to buy from US manufacturers

Generational Differences
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Democrats care more about the environment. 1 in 3 Democrats expect 
organizations to be more environmentally sustainable.
Only 1 in 8 Republicans consider this important
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society
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Which sustainability actions would encourage 
you to buy products made by a US company? 

RepublicanDemocrat

RepublicanDemocrat

Which of these has the most positive impact 
on the image you have of an organization? 

What social actions should US 
organizations be doing more of in 2024? 

Democrat Republican
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